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Auction

Auction Location: ON-SITE - 10 Campbell Street, WindsorThis exquisite architectural marvel embodies the epitome of

contemporary residential design. Nestled in Windsor, it exudes sophistication and offers unparalleled privacy within its

meticulously crafted walls.Upon entry, a grand foyer with towering ceilings and abundant natural light sets the stage for

the remarkable main living space, which boasts a seamless integration with the pool area. The design prioritizes

luminosity, utilizing water features to playfully enhance the interplay of light throughout the living spaces. This residence

caters to discerning individuals who seek the utmost in luxury living.Elegance and functionality converge seamlessly in

this home, which is equipped with state-of-the-art automation and adorned with lavish finishes and thoughtful design

elements. Formal and informal living areas harmonize effortlessly, characterized by lofty ceilings and an abundance of

sunlight. The gourmet kitchen, overlooking a spacious alfresco zone, is a haven for culinary enthusiasts, while the ground

floor's guest amenities ensure comfort and self-sufficiency.Featuring four generously proportioned bedrooms, and a

separate lounge area on the upper level, this home offers versatility and refinement at every turn. The master suite,

complete with a balcony boasting city views, epitomises opulence and modernity.This exquisite home features plantation

shutters that grace each window, offering both privacy and elegance while allowing natural light to filter through. With

ducted air conditioning, comfort is ensured year-round, providing cool relief in summer and cozy warmth in winter. A

hidden gem awaits in the form of a wine cellar, where connoisseurs can store and display their prized collection in a

climate-controlled environment. Throughout the home, ceiling speakers seamlessly blend into the architecture, filling

each room with immersive sound, perfect for entertaining or unwinding to your favorite tunes. Thoughtfully placed

feature lighting accents architectural details and highlights focal points, adding depth and ambiance to every space.

Together, these features elevate the living experience, creating a sanctuary of luxury and comfort for all who call it

home.Ideally situated in one of Brisbane's most esteemed neighborhoods, Windsor offers easy access to transportation

and top-tier educational institutions. Its leafy streets and vibrant community make it a coveted address for those seeking

urban sophistication with a touch of tranquility.From its meticulous craftsmanship to its prime location, this home

epitomizes luxury living in the heart of Brisbane. It's a residence that must be experienced firsthand to fully appreciate its

unparalleled quality and attention to detail.FEATURES:- 5 Spacious bedrooms - Master bedroom, large WIR, ensuite

offering double shower, his and her basins- 3 Bathrooms- Separate lounge room on the top floor- Large open plan dining

and living room on the ground floor- An abundance of storage space- Ducted air conditioning- Gazebo and spacious

poolside alfresco - Swimming Pool and outdoor shower- Samsung smart automatic front door lock- Built-in storage

hidden in the roof of the garageDisclaimer:Whilst every care is taken in the preparation of the information contained in

this marketing, NGU Real Estate will not be held liable for any errors in typing or information. All information is

considered correct at the time of display.


